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SPRING MEADOW LAKE
STATE PARK NATURE COMPLEX:
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

PURPOSE AND NEED

Proposed Action

The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) and the Fish, Wildlife and Parks

Commission propose to develop an animal rehabilitation center, a nature education center, and

a small area office. These facilities would be located at a property adjacent to Spring Meadow

Lake State Park known as the Stedman Foundry site. The project would be developed according

to the following scenario:

A) The Stedman Foundry site, currently owned by the Mikal Kellner Foundation for

Animals, would be traded for a portion of a Helena FWP site on Custer Avenue which

includes the existing animal shelter (see Appendix A for more information on the Kellner

Foundation). This trade would involve approximately 3.5 acres of the Custer site; the

Stedman Foundry property includes 5.3 acres.

B) Develop the Stedman Foundry property in phases: the first phase would result in

completion of a master site plan; the second phase would entail moving the animal

rehabilitation shelter from Custer Avenue to the new site; the third phase would result

in construction of the nature education center, and; the final phase would involve the

relocation of the Helena area office to the new Spring Meadow site. Under the preferred

alternative, existing historical buildings at the Stedman Foundry site would be preserved

and renovated. A variety of public and private funding sources for the work are being

explored.

Agency Authority for the Proposed Action

The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks is authorized to purchase land and accept

land donations for the purpose of maintaining those lands within the State Parks System (23-1-

102 MCA), with the consent of the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission and the Montana Land

Board (87-1-209). The 1995 Legislamre authorized funding for developing a comprehensive site

master plan and moving the animal shelter. Funding for the nature education center and area

office would require legislative authorization.



Name of Project

Spring Meadow Lake State Park Nature Complex.

Location Affected by Proposed Action

The subject property is located in Helena, at 2650 Euclid Avenue. The property is bordered to

the north and west by Spring Meadow Lake State Park, to the south by the former trackbed of

the Northern Pacific Railway, and to the east by private undeveloped property.

The legal description of the property is as follows: the Southeast Quarter of the Northwest

Quarter (SE1/4NW1/4) and the Northeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (NE1/4SW1/4) of

Section 23, Township 10 North, Range 4 West, in Lewis and Clark County, Montana.

Utilities on the property include city water, electric, natural gas and a drainfield septic system.

Project Size

The Stedman property is located on the south end of Spring Meadow Lake, consisting of 5.3

acres of land. The property includes 3 large, stone buildings.

Maps/Site Plans

Project location maps and a preliminary concept plan for the proposed Spring Meadow Lake

Nature Complex are attached to the EA (see figures 1, 2, and 3).

Project Need

The rationale behind the three major elements of the project (a nature educational facility, new

animal shelter, and Helena area office) is as follows:

A) Educational Facility : The development of a nature education facility will be a key

component of this project. The facility--which would focus on ecological systems and

their interrelationships-is critical for strengthening the public's understanding of the

natural systems FWP is responsible for managing (.see Appendix B for more details about

FWP's goals as an agency). These types of learning opportunities are in high demand.
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This nature center will reach many audiences, including:

1) School children : There is significant demand for nature education programming

for area schools. This demand is illustrated by past program offerings at Spring

Meadow Lake State Park: programs during the last two years for 4th, 5th, and

6th graders have filled quickly, with over 600 students participating. Because of

limited space and staff, more than 75 classes were not able to take part last year.

The intention is to involve a wide range of schools, both locally and statewide,

in hands-on projects and learning experiences.

2) Youth Conservation Corps : Montana State Parks has successfully put young

people to work performing a variety of tasks through the Montana Conservation

Corps and other volunteer and service programs. Education is an important

component of the Corps, and this facility could allow these work programs to

provide a high quality educational experience. The National Guard at Fort

Harrison is also contemplating a residential work corps, and is interested in

working at Spring Meadow Lake State Park.

3) General Public : With the development of a wild animal rehabilitation and nature

education center, a wide variety of public programs would likely be offered, from

short nature programs to in-depth workshops related to specific topics.

Information will be developed related to wildlife rehabilitation, animal release,

habitat protection, sustainable communities, and development of an appropriate

knowledge base for good natural resource decision-making in the future.

4) Senior Citizens : A cooperative effort with existing senior programs such as Elder

Hostel may be established, with an emphasis on environmental topics. Seniors

would also play a key role in volunteering, with recruits taken from the Retired

Senior Volunteer Program and the Green Thumb Program.

5) Disabled Community : A cooperative effort could be implemented to work with

Green Meadow Resources to create meaningful jobs and tasks for the disabled in

the new facility.

6) Broadening FWP's Traditional Constituency : This center will focus on all

wildlife and their ecosystems; education will go beyond traditional fish and game

efforts to meet the needs of a changing public. Information about ways to sustain

biological communities could become an integral part of the center.

7) Tourists : The nature learning complex will become a tourism draw to enhance

Helena's economy, and provide Yellowstone-to-Glacier visitors another reason to

spend extra time in Montana.



The new nature center will include year-round exhibits covering the gamut of ecology.

The center will provide an opportunity to explain how natural processes work, the

importance of habitat for fish and wildlife, biodiversity, sustainable communities, FWP
resource management practices, natural history of Montana's key wildlife and plant

species, outdoor skills needed to enjoy Montana's resources, etc. The outcome of this

center will be a youth population more interested in their natural environment, better

informed adults, and a better training level for all, so the outdoors can be safely and

respectfully enjoyed.

The center will include "outdoor classrooms," with seasonal opportunities, for "hands-

on" learning. With the water sources at Spring Meadow Lake, there is good potential

for a "living waters" exhibit. This facility (which could be modeled after a similar site

at the Idaho Fish and Game Headquarters in Boise), would enhance learning by allowing

direct observation of aquatic systems below the water surface. The potential also exists

for an exhibit on the management of urban habitats (back yards) for wildlife, as well as

the possibility of a native plant arboretum.

The center could also become a focus area for field trips to the surrounding area. For

example, bird identification and wildlife watching techniques could be taught at the

center, followed by an organized guided trip to the Helena Valley or Mount Helena for

bird identification in the field.

Partners in this effort, under the FWP umbrella, would enhance opportunities and

funding. Examples would be the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) in the area of forest

ecology, the Audubon Society in the area of avian ecology, the Rocky Mountain Elk

Foundation, The Nature Conservancy, and others (see Appendix C for more information

on potential partners).

B) Animal Rehabilitation Facilitv : FWP is mandated by law to manage the fish and wildlife

resources of the state. With that mandate comes the responsibility, in some instances,

to care for orphaned, sick, and injured animals. A wildlife rehabilitation center is

currently operated in Helena with the purpose of caring for such animals.

The center's goal is to restore injured, sick, or orphaned animals to a condition that

allows release back to the wild. In a typical year, the Department will care for

approximately 6 black bears, 15 to 20 deer, 2 or 3 antelope, 1 or 2 moose and elk, and

6 mountain lions. In addition, several other wildlife species such as fox, raccoon,

raptors and waterfowl are cared for by FWP staff.

The current shelter is crowded, unsanitary, and inadequate for certain species such as

bears and raptors. The facilities are also not conducive to public viewing in a safe and

healthy manner. Even under the current sub-optimum conditions, however, over 7,500

people visit the center to view the animals in a typical summer.



The new facility will be much better equipped than the current shelter to help educate the

public about animal rehabilitation and release. This facility will help inform the public

about important agency objectives such as sound ecological management, and will be

closely integrated with the educational center. The goal of the center is not necessarily

to increase the number of animals handled; through better education, perhaps fewer

animals will come to the center. The intention is to improve holding facilities to better

provide for the welfare of the animals while they are at the center and allow positive

public display (as appropriate) and high quality learning opportunities and interpretation.

In addition to outdoor pens, the new rehabilitation facilities would also include a

receiving area for diagnosis and treatment, indoor facilities for some animals, storage for

food and bedding, a freezer/cooler unit, and a training area for caretakers and handlers.

C) Helena Area Resource Office : Helena area fish, wildlife and parks issues are currently

managed from a satellite office of region three. This arrangement was established after

the region eight operations were recently consolidated into region three. Presently the

Helena Area Resource Office is scheduled to be relocated to the warehouse property on

Custer Avenue, on the south side of Helena.

Moving the Helena Area Resource Office to Spring Meadow Lake will improve

operations, and provide the public better service in the following ways:

1) Allow adequate office space for all Helena Resource Area Office and Spring

Meadow Lake State Park employees. Presently 10 to 12 staff members work out

of the crowded Area Office, in addition to seasonal employees and interns.

2) Provide improved FWP regional services to the public, including a public meeting

room for community groups. The facility would improve the public's ability to

have direct contact with employees responsible for local programs, and more

clearly separate regional from state-wide functions.

3) Provide important site security for animals, as well as other educational and

recreational facilities on the site. Having staff on site will reduce the likelihood

of vandalism, theft, and other crime.

4) The new office would improve cooperation and communication between FWP's

divisions. The public will benefit by having personnel from the Fisheries and

Wildlife Divisions on site, in addition to Parks Division staff.

5) Provide easier accessibility for the public, in a more pleasant, park-like

environment. Heavy traffic along Custer Avenue inhibits easy entrance and exit

to the Custer site.
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Benefits of the Proposed Action

In summary, some of the most significant public benefits and service enhancements of the

proposed project are listed below:

1) Enhanced public understanding of fish and wildlife habitat requirements.

2) Improved capability to rehabilitate orphaned, sick, and injured wildlife.

3) Enhanced public understanding of animal rehabilitation and its proper role in

wildlife management.

4) Enhanced scientific educational opportunities, especially hands-on possibilities for

children and youth.

5) Availability of a training center for youth service corps, the public, teachers, and

other service providers.

6) Enhanced delivery of department services to Helena-area citizens and visitors.

7) A Helena-area attraction for tourists who are travelling between Yellowstone and

Glacier National Parks.

8) Enhanced recreational opportunities for Helenans and their families.

9) Protection of Spring Meadow Lake State Park from incompatible uses on a

critical inholding.

10) Opportunity for the Department to serve a broader constituency.

11) Opportunity to establish a model nature center, with potential to enhance

community and multi-agency partnerships.

12) Opportunity to demonstrate and teach the principles of biodiversity and

sustainable communities.

13) Oppormnity for the Department to more effectively convey to the public its

mission and purpose through displays and programs.



Decisions to be Made

The Department's and Commission's primary decision is whether to acquire the Stedman

Foundry property for the purpose of developing the nature complex (animal rehabilitation center,

naUire education center, and Helena Area administrative office). Within the primary decision

there are several subordinate decisions, including (but not necessarily limited to) the following:

1) If the property is acquired, what is the appropriate method of acquisition? Should

the Department and Commission trade the Custer Avenue property for the

Stedman Foundry property (proposed action), accept a donation of the Stedman

Foundry property from the Kellner Foundation (without trading the Custer

Avenue property), or should the Stedman Foundry property be purchased outright

from the Kellner Foundation?

2) If the property is acquired, what is the appropriate approach to development?

Should the existing historic buildings be renovated, or should those buildings be

removed and new structures erected?

3) If the animal rehabilitation facility is relocated to the nature complex, what is the

appropriate use of the existing animal rehabilitation site at Custer Avenue? If this

property is disposed of, what is the appropriate method? If the Department sells

the Custer Avenue property, how should the proceeds be allocated?

4) If the new Spring Meadow Lake facility is developed, what public services should

the Department provide and what facilities are necessary to deliver those services?

Issues

This EA is intended to analyze the options discussed above, and other relevant issues and

alternatives raised during the public scoping process. Issues identified by the internal department

EA team include the following:

* Environmental contamination related to past uses at the site.

* Historical, cultural and archaeological issues.

* Issues related to wildlife and vegetation on and near the site.

* Social and economic issues.

* Recreation issues.

* Aesthetic issues.

* Public apprehension about additional parks-related development.

* Cost of utilizing historic buildings versus new development.

* Funding (for development, operations, and maintenance).
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* Custer Avenue site disposal.

* The implications of federal funding (Land & Water Conservation Funds) in Custer

Property.

* Regional versus state-wide focus for center.

* Fair and objective analysis of all alternatives.

Additional issues identified by interested citizens during the public scoping process are as

follows:

* Visitor safety.

* Trails and trailhead facilities.

* Subsidization of nature complex with state park funding that will reduce funds available

for existing state parks.

* Potential duplication of currently existing or planned environmental education programs

in other communities.

Permits Required

Lewis & Clark County

Lewis & Clark County

Lewis & Clark County

State Historical Preservation Office

Natural Resource Conservation Service

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Montana Department of Health &
Environmental Science

Montana Department of Health &
Environmental Science

Subdivision

Sign Placement Permit

Weed Control Plan

Architectural Inventory/Cultural Resource

Monitoring

Wetlands Permit

404 Permit

Storm Water Runoff Permit

Montana Sanitation in

Subdivisions Act

Funding

Total estimated funding for this project is expected to be $2.7 to $4.3 million, with half coming

from private sources, and half from state and federal sources. Potential sources include the

following:

Possible State Sources :

* Parks Earned Revenue
* Real Property Trust Account
* License Dollars
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* Historic Preservations Grants

Possible Federal Sources :

* USFS--Natural Resource Conservation Education Program
* Funding available through the Federal Intermodal Surface Transportation and

Efficiency Act (ISTEA)--Enhancements, Recreational Trails Trust Fund, etc.

* Federal Challenge Grants

* Americorps Funds
* USFS-Historic Rehabilitation Training Corps Grants

This project has the potential to utilize the USES Training Corps, who could help train

contractors in proper historic building restoration techniques. The Montana Conservation Corps

(MCC) or other youth service corps could be used in assisting with site clean up, building

animal holding facilities, constructing fences, and other basic remodeling. MCC involvement

will provide youth employment and will save project costs. The use of volunteers and interns

could greatly reduce costs of operation and maintenance. Additional information on the

collaborative aspects of this project is provided elsewhere in this EA.

List of Agencies Consulted During Preparation of the EA

* Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks—Parks, Wildlife, Fisheries, and

Conservation Education Divisions; Design & Construction Bureau; Lands Section; Legal

Unit; Director's Office; and the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission.
* U.S. Forest Service-Regional Office (Missoula) and Helena National Forest (Helena).

* Montana Historical Society-State Historic Preservation Office.

* Department of Health and Environmental Sciences-Water Quality Division.

* Department of State Lands—Abandoned Mine Reclamation Bureau.

* Natural Resources Conservation Service.

* Mikal Kellner Foundation (private).

Related Environmental Review Documents

The initial development of Spring Meadow Lake State Park is described in a development

proposal and Preliminary Environmental Review that were prepared in 1985.

In 1990, the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Commission approved a request from the Helena Scuba

Club to install a diving reef in Spring Meadow Lake. An EA was prepared for this project.

12



Lewis and Clark County has proposed a hiking/biking trail that would terminate at Spring

Meadow Lake State Park. This project is still in a preliminary phase and an environmental

review has not yet been prepared.

In addition to the above, reports detailing the results of Olympus Environmental' s site

assessment of the Stedman Foundry property are available from FWP.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Site Description-Spring Meadow Lake State Park

spring Meadow Lake State Park is located on the outskirts of Helena, on the north side of

highway 12. The 55.8 acre park contains a 30 acre, spring-fed, man-made lake known for its

clarity and depth. Open to non-motorized boats only, the lake is popular for swimming, sun

bathing, scuba diving, and fishing for bass, trout, and sunfish. The park is accessible to the

mobility disabled. There is a .8 mile, self-guided nature trail around the lake. Plans call for

this trail to be connected to the Spring Meadow/Centeimial Trail.

The park is home to a wide variety of birds and other wildlife. The park is potential habitat for

mule deer, elk, moose, whitetailed deer, a host of non-game wildlife, and at least 100 species

of birds. Sightings have been made of black bear, mountain lion, fox, and coyote in the vicinity

of the park.

Currently the immediate surrounding area is moderately populated, but rural in nature.

Alternative development of the site in question would possibly result in housing or developments

with increased conflicts between people and wildlife. The proposal, if sensitively developed,

would minimize such conflict and could be designed to help accommodate big game movement

in particular, and improve small animal habitat.

Fish species currently living in Spring Meadow Lake include rainbow trout, largemouth bass,

yellow perch, sunfish, longnose sucker and white sucker. Arlee strain rainbow trout are stocked

annually (3,000 6-7 inch fish), while all other species reproduce naturally. Largemouth bass

spawning areas have been determined to be concentrated primarily along the east shore. Fishing

pressure is comparatively high.

Fee collection on site last year was about $30,000, and the cost to operate the site is just over

$63,000 per year. Visitation to the park is estimated at about 30,000 per year, with most of

the use occurring during the summer months. In recent years special events in the park have

been conducted for school children, senior citizens, anglers, and triathalon enthusiasts. When

the lake freezes in the winter, skaters and ice anglers use the park.

Site Description-FWP's Custer Avenue Complex (including existing

animal shelter)

FWP's Custer Avenue complex is located at 930 West Custer Avenue in Helena; it includes the

FWP animal shelter, the warehouse, and the Montana Outdoors magazine building. The

property consists of 14.7 acres. Between 3.3 and 3.7 acres of the Custer Avenue property could
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be affected by this project, if a decision is made to trade it to the Kellner Foundation for the

Stedman Foundry site.

The tract which would be traded under the preferred alternative is landscaped, and contains the

Montana Outdoors building and animal shelter facility. Utilities on the property include natural

gas, public sewer, septic, private water well and electric. Presently the property is zoned R-3

(Residential) and Public Lands and Institutions (PLI). If use changes are anticipated as a result

of the disposal of the property, a subdivision review would likely need to take place.

The existing animal shelter complex on the site was built in 1965. Over the years, the shelter

has become an increasingly popular stop for visitors throughout Montana. FWP has had as

many as 500 people per day visit the shelter.

In spite of the shelter's popularity and the important role it plays in state-wide animal

rehabilitation, it has had series deficiencies for many years. Inadequate water distribution and

waste removal systems are major problems at the center. In addition, the building is unheated,

making it difficult for animals and workers.

Rehabilitated animals from the shelter are either placed in public zoological parks, with various

organizations, or re-introduced to the wild, as required by state statutes. The shelter does not

give rehabilitated animals to private individuals.

Since 1975, workers have taken care of animals throughout the summer, and released them in

the autumn. Deer, elk, moose, bighorn sheep, mountain goats, bears (grizzly and black in the

early years, now only black bears) and a variety of non-game animals come into the shelter

every year (see Appendix D for more information on the shelter).

In recent years, personnel at the shelter have had five veterinarians from the Animal Center in

Helena working with them; veterinarians in Billings, Bozeman, Missoula, and Kalispell have

also helped with animals. The veterinarians typically donate their time, and only charge for

equipment and drugs.

Food for the animals has also been donated by Wal-Mart, Gibson's, and Shopko; fruit and

vegetables have been donated by Buttrey's, Safeway and Albertson's. Deer, antelope, elk and

moose are introduced to natural vegetation that is cut daily, giving them an opportunity to

experience wild food sources.

The shelter's present budget is about $13,000 a year for operating expenses, and salary and

benefits for two part-time employees (.50 FTE). A volunteer program has been initiated at the

shelter, and many people are donating time to help with the wild animals.
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Background and History of Proposal

Early in 1994, the Parks Division of FWP was contacted by a local real estate agent who
indicated that a 5.3 acre inholding was for sale adjacent to Spring Meadow Lake State Park.

FWP expressed interest, but also indicated a lack of acquisition funds.

After viewing the site and the historic stone buildings on the property, it became apparent that

beyond just protecting the property from an incompatible use, renovation could occur to allow

compatible uses to enhance the park. The idea of moving the animal shelter to the site and

developing a nature education/visitor center on the property emerged.

With a positive reaction inside FWP, the Parks Division was asked to talk to the Mikal Kellner

Foundation concerning the idea, since they had been involved in fund raising for the current

animal shelter. Their reaction was positive and the Foundation shifted their efforts to fund

raising to acquire the Spring Meadow property, which was offered at $250,000.

A meeting was held in early June, 1994 with Governor Racicot, the FWP Director, and Kellner

Foundation board members. The Foundation indicated that they would be willing to buy the

Spring Meadow property for FWP, if FWP would commit to moving and enhancing the shelter

and developing a nature education center tied to Spring Meadow Lake State Park. During this

meeting the idea of moving all or a portion of the Custer Avenue complex to Spring Meadow
was discussed. The need for a plan prior to moving forward was also reiterated.

By mid-June of the same year, the Department was notified by the Foundation that they were

in a position to buy the 5.3 acres at Spring Meadow. The Parks Division was designated as the

lead division, and began planning the details that would allow the project to move forward. The

first step was to prepare a briefing for the FWP Commission to determine if they approved of

the general concept.

After review of the Custer Avenue facility, it was decided that there were several components

of the complex which should remain at Custer Avenue, including the warehouse, shop, and

storage buildings. In reviewing other factors such as access, zoning, the wetlands on site, and

the amount of recent expendimres on the Custer site, the Department settled on a

recommendation to subdivide a portion of the Custer property. The portion of the property east

of the Film Center building has potential to be subdivided, and would have valuable frontage on

Custer Avenue. At current values this piece would be worth at least $2.00 per square foot.

The FWP Design and Construction Bureau staff visited the Spring Meadow site in late June,

1994, to begin a concepmal drawing of the site, and to explore alternatives for integrating it with

the state park. According to the concept developed, the closest building to the highway would

be the nature education/visitor center. The middle building was envisioned as the indoor facility

for the shelter with outdoor animal holding facilities to the east, and the three story building
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adjacent lo the park the likely area office and park headquarters. This office would also provide

another entrance to the fee area of the park.

Concerns were expressed about the potential for hazardous materials on site due to past uses.

A series of environmental assessments to evaluate site conditions were conducted. The results

showed no underground storage tanks and no environmental contaminants that couldn't be

removed. An area was identified where vehicles had been stored and repaired; soil in this area

was removed (see Appendix E for more detailed information about the site investigations).

An unrelated investigation of a nearby site by the Montana Department of Health and

Environmental Sciences triggered a more in-depth review of the site's history. This research

revealed that several thousand tons of ore from mines in the Rimini area west of Helena were

processed on the Stedman Foundry property prior to 1934 (see Appendix F for more information

about the history of the site). Mine tailings associated with the ore from the Rimini area

typically contain elevated concentrations of arsenic and lead.

The landowner was asked to investigate the status of the tailings through an environmental site

assessment. Test pits were dug by an environmental consultant to investigate the presence of

tailings, and to test for lead and arsenic. Tailings were located on portions of the property,

along with some elevated lead and arsenic levels. The bulk of the tailings were concentrated in

an area where they could be removed. Following the investigation, FWP wrote a letter to the

Kellner Foundation detailing the environmental clean-up work which would need to be

accomplished before the agency would consider assuming ownership of the site. The specified

work has now been completed (see Appendix E for more details about the tailings at the site).

The next major step in the process was a decision to move forward with a full environmental

assessment (EA); depending on the decision derived from the EA process, approval would be

sought from the FWP Commission and Land Board to accept the property. Legislative approval

to spend the dollars proposed for the initial phase of development would also be needed. Other

legal and administrative issues include obtaining legislative approval to use youth service corps

and training programs to reduce costs and accomplish more work.

To date, the Legislature has approved funds for comprehensive site planning and moving the

animal shelter from the Custer site to the Spring Meadow Lake parcel. The Kellner Foundation

for Animals purchased the Stedman Foundry site in early 1995, and is holding the property

pending a decision in this EA process

Current Sources of Program and Operation Funding

Spring Meadow Lake State Park is funded by earned revenue raised within the state park system.

The animal rehabilitation center is funded by license dollars and private donations.
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The Helena Area Resource Office is staffed by personnel representing the fish, wildlife, parks,

enforcement and management divisions. Funding sources for personnel and programs operating

out of this office include license dollars for fish, wildlife, parks enforcement, and management

divisions, and parks earned revenue, coal tax, bed tax, fuel taxes, and general fund for the parks

division.

Adjacent Area Opportunities

Spring Meadow Lake State Park has the potential to tie into several recreational sites and

attractions that are nearby. The addition of the old Stedman Foundry property would give the

public an interpretive orientation site, and would enhance enjoyment of other recreational areas

such as the following: Mount Helena City Park, the Helena YMCA and Memorial Park, the

proposed Black Mountain Recreation Area, the Archie Bray Foundation, Fort Harrison, Rimini

Ghost Town, Helena's downtown historic district, and other attractions found in the Helena

Valley. The potential exists for the Spring Meadow nature complex to become a significant

trailhead to the existing Spring Meadow/Centennial Recreational Trail, and possibly Mount
Helena.
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ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

Alternative 1 (Proposed Action)

FWP and the FWP Commission propose to develop an animal rehabilitation, nature education

center, and area office facility at the Stedman Foundry complex, adjacent to Spring Meadow
take State Park. Major elements of the proposed action include the following:

(\) Acquire property for the facilities listed above by disposing of the current animal

rehabilitation facility at the Custer Avenue location (3.5 acres). The Custer property will

be conveyed to the Mikal Kellner Foundation for Animals in exchange for the Stedman

Foundry property (5.3 acres), which the Kellner Foundation owns.

3) Develop the Stedman Foundry property in phases: the first phase would result in

completion of a master site plan; the second phase would entail moving the animal

rehabilitation shelter from Custer Avenue to the new site; the third phase would result

in construction of the nature education center, and; the final phase would involve the

relocation of the Helena area office to the new Spring Meadow site. Under the preferred

alternative, existing historical buildings at the Stedman Foundry site would be preserved

and renovated. A variety of public and private funding sources for the work are being

explored.

Mternative 2

lame as ff\ except the existing historic buildings would be removed, and the proposed facilities

i'ould be housed in new buildings.

Alternative 3

acquire property adjacent to Spring Meadow other than the Stedman

bundry property, and develop the nature complex on that site.

Alternative 4 (No Action)

his alternative maintains the status quo, with FWP continuing to operate the existing animal

ihabilitation facilities at Custer Avenue. FWP would not take ownership of the Stedman
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Foundry property, and no animal rehabilitation complex, education center, or area office would

be located at that site.

Alternative 5

Under this alternative, FWP would acquire the Stedman Foundry property by direct purchase

and develop the facilities as proposed in the preferred alternative. This alternative differs from

the proposed alternative in that no land exchange would be involved.

Alternative 6

Accept a donation of the Stedman Foundry property from the Kellner Foundation, and develop

the project as outlined in the proposed alternative. As in alternative 5, no land trade would be

involved.

Alternative 7

Investigate other potential sites away from Spring Meadow Lake for development of a nature

center and animal rehabilitation complex.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Analysis of Alternative 1 (Proposed Action)

How will the proposed action affect Spring Meadow Lake State Park and the existing

Stedman Foundry site?

Recreation Resources and Experience of Visitors: The proposed action would provide important

additional recreational and educational opportunities for visitors to Spring Meadow Lake State

Park. Overall, the identity of the park and the Montana State Park System would be

substantially enhanced by this project.

The proposed action would bring greater attention to Spring Meadow Lake State Park, and

would likely attract an increased number of visitors to the site (see Appendix G for additional

tourism information). Additional park visitors, particularly during already crowded summer

months, could negatively impact natural resources in the park and intensify crowding and

conflict between users. Proper management of the site will minimize these potential impacts.

Moving the Helena Area Resource Office to Spring Meadow Lake will provide more site

security for park visitors, as well as the educational and recreational facilities in the park. There

are no known risks to the health of either visitors or neighbors associated with the proposed

action.

Historical/Archaeological Resources: The proposed action would preserve and utilize the

existing historic stone buildings. Stabilization work would be performed where necessary to

improve structural integrity and enhance the buildings for the proposed uses. Preservation and

stabilization of the existing structures would preserve the historic and cultural values associated

with the property, and provide opportunities for interpreting the history associated with the

structures. Much of the site has a long history of disturbances, minimizing the likelihood of

affecting archaeological resources (see Appendix H for information from the State Historic

Preservation Office about the site's culmral resources).

Land Resources: A major beneficial impact of the proposed action is the opportunity to protect

and enhance the Stedman Foundry site in a manner compatible with the rest of Spring Meadow

Lake State Park. A risk associated with the alternatives which do not involve adding the site

to the park is the possibility of private development which is not compatible with the rest of the

park. The proposed action is not anticipated to have any significant negative impacts on the land

resources of the Stedman property or Spring Meadow Lake State Park. The environmental

integrity of the site has already been improved from the removal of old mining tailings and

(contaminated soil.
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Visual Resources/Aesthetics: The proposed project will improve the visual characteristics of the

site as they appear from the immediate area, as well as from other parts of Helena. Under the

proposed action, the existing structures will be rehabilitated in a manner which is consistent with

the values of the surrounding park. Rehabilitation of disturbed areas of the site will have a

positive impact on the aesthetics of the site.

Air Quality and Noise Impacts: No emission of air pollutants is expected to occur, other than

minor amounts of dust and exhaust from heavy equipment during construction. There will also

be minor noise impacts during construction. It is not anticipated that the animal shelter will

produce odors which will negatively impact surrounding residences and businesses.

Water Resources: Maintaining the quality of surface and groundwater resources at Spring

Meadow Lake will be an important goal of this project. No significant impacts on water

resources are anticipated from the preferred alternative. Human and animal sewage generated

at the facility will be handled in a manner which meets applicable state and local standards. Soil

erosion barriers will be erected around construction areas where there is potential for siltation

in Spring Meadow Lake. Although a storm water runoff system has not yet been designed for

the paved portion of the project, an important consideration will be maintaining water quality

in Spring Meadow Lake.

Vegetation. Wildlife, and Fisheries: Plantings of native vegetation, increased weed control,

reclamation of native habitats, and land use that is compatible with the rest of the park would

have positive impacts on plants and wildlife in the area. The proposed action would enhance

existing upland habitats that have been repeatedly disturbed during the last century. In addition,

ponds resulting from past gravel dredging would be maintained, but highly disturbed gravel soils

around the ponds, which now support a variety of weedy vegetation, would be cultivated to

approximate native flora of the eco-region. Improved weed control on the site should benefit

adjacent landowners as well. Diversity and abundance of wildlife is likely to increase as natural

habitat development takes place. The grounds of the complex will become more attractive to

a variety of non-game species as native vegetation is used in landscaping, and habitats are

improved and developed from their currently severely altered state.

The proposal would not result in the introduction of new species to the environment. Generally,

animals at the shelter would not be released in the park, although it is possible that some small

native animals such as cottontail rabbits would be successfully released on site.

Development of the site may lead to increased fishing pressure in Spring Meadow Lake. If so,

it may be necessary to change stocking rates for rainbow trout, and possibly implement more

restrictive fishing regulations for both rainbow trout and largemouth bass.

Increased use of the area may mean more canoes and non-motorized boats. If increased boating

occurs during May and June, it could potentially disrupt largemouth bass spawning (as
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documented by Roos 1986). Therefore, to maintain bass numbers, it may be necessary to close

the spawning areas (east shoreline) to boating in May and June.

Potential Risks and Health Hazards: There are no known risks or health hazards associated with

the proposed action. Over the long-term, the site has been made safer by the removal of

contaminated soil and old mine tailings.

Secondary and Cumulative Impacts: Secondary and cumulative impacts from the project are

anticipated to be largely positive. Long-term, the Helena region and the state will benefit from

improved environmental education and enhanced animal rehabilitation capabilities. Visitation

to Spring Meadow Lake State Park is expected to increase, with visitors having a richer and

more diverse range of experiences at their disposal. However, visitation increases will also

carry with them the potential for additional crowding and resource impacts to the park; proper

management is expected to keep these impacts from becoming significant.

The Spring Meadow Lake Nature Complex will interact with other attractions in the Helena area

to make the region a more attractive place for tourists to visit. From a state-wide perspective,

improvements at other state parks will interact in a cumulative fashion to produce positive

economic benefits from tourism. Increases in visitation to Spring Meadow will benefit the

Helena economy, but will place some additional demands on the area's infrastructure and

resources.

How will the proposed action affect the Custer Avenue complex?

Under the proposed action, a portion of the Custer Avenue property (including the current

animal shelter and Montana Outdoors magazine building) would be declared surplus and traded

to the Kellner Foundation for the Stedman Foundry property. Under this scenario, the existing

animal shelter would be moved to Spring Meadow Lake. The FWP warehouse would remain

at the Custer Avenue site.

Moving the animal shelter will improve holding facilities to better provide for the welfare of

animals while they are at the center, enhance public display of animals, and provide for high

quality learning opportunities and interpretation.

Because of past land use practices, the Custer Avenue property lacks significant environmental

values. No critical fish or wildlife habitat exists at the current Custer Avenue site. The

northern 40 percent of the property consists of gravel piles resulting from old dredge workings.

A variety of weedy vegetation (e.g., knapweed, thistle, mullan) and small cottonwood trees are

present on the highly disturbed soil at the site. Various trees and shrubs occur as landscaping

around the Montana Outdoors building and the existing animal shelter; these would be included

under the land exchange as part of the preferred alternative. No open water exists at the Custer

site.
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The Custer site has no large, free-ranging animals which would be affected by the preferred

alternative. Nesting habitat for a variety of bird species (including three known magpie nests)

existing on the site would likely be eliminated if the site is evenmally sold to a private

developer. Under the preferred alternative, the quantity of small mammals (e.g., voles, mice,

rabbits) would also likely diminish. Commercial development of this site may also result in

secondary impacts to wildlife elsewhere, if additional, "spin-off" development occurs adjacent

to the Custer property.

How will the proposed action affect the animal shelter program?

FWP is mandated by law to manage the fish and wildlife resources of the state. With that

mandate comes the responsibility, in some instances, to care for orphaned, sick, and injured

animals. A wildlife rehabilitation center is operated in Helena with the purpose of caring for

such animals.

The current facility is crowded, inadequate for certain species (such as bears and raptors), and

unsanitary. It is also not conducive to public viewing in a safe and healthy manner. The new

facilities will include a receiving area for diagnosis and treatment of animals, indoor facilities

for some animals, storage for food and bedding, a freezer/cooler unit, and a training area for

caretakers and handlers. The proposed action would provide a new facility enabling FWP to

much more effectively care for and rehabilitate animals, and educate the public. Operations and

personnel costs would necessarily increase over current levels.

How will the proposed action affect the Helena Resource Area office?

Moving the Helena Area Resource Office to Spring Meadow Lake will provide the public better

service in the following ways:

1) Allow adequate office space for all Helena Resource Area Office and Spring

Meadow Lake State Park employees. Presently 10 to 12 staff members work out

of the crowded Area Office, in addition to seasonal employees and interns.

2) Provide improved FWP regional services to the public, including a public meeting

room for community groups. The facility would improve the public's ability to

have direct contact with employees responsible for local programs, and more

clearly separate regional from state-wide functions.

3) Provide important site security for animals, as well as other educational and

recreational facilities on the site.

4) The new office would improve cooperation and communication between FWP's

divisions. The public will benefit by having personnel from the Fisheries and

Wildlife Divisions on site, in addition to Parks Division staff.
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5) Provide easier accessibility for the public, in a more pleasant, park-like

environment. Heavy traffic along Custer Avenue inhibits easy entrance and exit

to the Custer site.

Operations and personnel costs are expected to remain similar to current levels.

How will the proposed action affect recreational opportunities in the surrounding area?

The proposed action will positively affect recreational opportunities in the adjacent area. The
site has potential to become an interpretive orientation site for surrounding recreational activities,

parks, trails, and open spaces (e.g.. Mount Helena city park, the proposed Black Mountain

Recreation Area, the Archie Bray Foundation, Fort Harrison, Rimini Ghost Town, the Helena

Valley, etc.). In addition, the site could serve as a trailhead for accessing existing and proposed

trails in the area.

How will the proposed action affect the Helena community?

The proposed action, particularly the development of a nature education center, would have a

positive impact on educational opportunities to Helena area citizens. This nature center will

reach many audiences, including school children, youth conservation corps members, senior

citizens, tourists, the disabled community, and other segments of the public. The outcome of

this center will be a youth population more interested in their natural environment, better

informed adults, and a better training level for all, so the outdoors can be safely and respectfully

enjoyed. In addition, the proposed action is expected to have a positive impact on Helena area

tourism.

With the development of a wild animal rehabilitation and nature education center, a wide variety

of public programs will be able to be offered, from short nature programs to in-depth workshops

related to specific topics. There would also be "outdoor classrooms," with opportunities

seasonally, for "hands-on" learning.

How will the proposed action affect FWP's mission and other programs?

In November, 1992, FWP released a document entitled, Creating a Vision for the Fumre of

Montana's Fish Wildlife and Parks. This document describes the future environment in which

FWP will be operating, and presents a vision of what the agency would want the organization

to be like in five years. It then sets forth goals on which the Department and FWP Commission

agreed are areas of emphasis for the coming years. The proposed action addresses objectives

embodied in all five department goals.

In particular, the preferred alternative reflects FWP's mission by "providing for the stewardship

of the fish, wildlife, parks and recreational resources of Montana, while contributing to the
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quality of life for present and future generations." A more detailed assessment of how the

proposal meets FWP goals is included in Appendix B.

How will the proposed action affect FWP program budgets?

The proposed action has the potential to affect four FWP program areas and annual operating

budgets. The four programs areas are: Spring Meadow Lake State Park, the animal

rehabilitation center, the nature education program, and the Helena Resource Area office.

The proposed action should not affect the operating budget of Spring Meadow Lake State Park

directly, but if greater numbers of visitors to the park are attracted to the namre

education/animal rehabilitation center, budgets would likely need to be increased in the fiiture.

The existing animal rehabilitation center is currently inadequately funded. The proposed action

would require a higher annual operating budget for animal rehabilitation efforts than currently

exists. The use of volunteers and private sector donations would help offset agency costs. As

noted earlier, the proposed action is supported by the Kellner Foundation. This group has

pledged their financial support through private sector fund raising for the animal rehabilitation

and nature education centers.

The development of the proposed nature education center would require annual operating funds

that are not presently available. Again, the use of volunteers, private donations, and cooperative

efforts with non-profit groups and other public agencies would help offset agency costs.

The Helena Resource Area office would move under the proposed action but its function and

operations would remain as they currently exist. It is not envisioned that the operating budget

for this entity would be affected.

How will the proposed action affect other natural resource education programs?

It is envisioned that the proposed action will complement and coordinate with existing natural

resource education programs to avoid duplication of effort and expense. A number of

organizations, such as the Montana Natural History Center, are currently providing

environmental education services state-wide through a wide variety of programs. Coordination

with groups such as this would provide an opportunity to tap into their skills and knowledge in

developing the educational facilities and programs.

The Forest Service, in particular, has the potential to be a substantial partner in terms of both

funding and involvement, in the development of the educational facility, focusing on ecological

systems and illustrating how those systems interrelate. The Forest Service has indicated that

funding to assist with development and operation of the nature education center may be

available.
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Analysis of Alternative 2

Alternative 2 is identical to the Proposed Action (Alternative 1) with the exception that the

existing stone buildings would be removed and replaced with newly constructed buildings.

Historic and cultural values associated with the existing stone buildings would be lost if this

alternative is implemented. The existing buildings have a long and interesting past, and would

be an excellent vehicle for interpreting an important part of Helena's history.

Implementation of Alternative 2 would allow construction of buildings that could be more
specifically designed for the functions and programs that are a part of the proposed action

(namre education center, animal rehabilitation center, and Helena Area Resource office).

The cost of removing the existing buildings and constructing new buildings is estimated to be

in the range of $2.8 million to $3.3 million, while stabilization and restoration of existing

structures is estimated in a range of $2.7 million to $4.3 million.

All other facets of environmental consequence would be identical to those discussed under the

proposed action (alternative 1).

Analysis of Alternative 3

Alternative 3 calls for acquisition of property adjacent to Spring Meadow (other than the

Stedman Foundry property), and development of the nature center complex on that site. This

option would leave the Custer Avenue property intact, but the animal rehabilitation center and

Helena Area Resource office would be moved to the selected site adjacent to Spring Meadow
Lake.

This alternative assumes the availability of adjacent property possessing the requisite size and

other attributes, and at a cost that would allow acquisition. Property that meets these

requirements has not been identified.

Under this alternative the Stedman Foundry property would not be affected, as other property

would be sought. Historic values related to the property could be lost if a future owner removes

the existing buildings.

Spring Meadow Lake State Park could be affected by implementation of this alternative if

incompatible or inappropriate activities were conducted on the Stedman property by a fuUire

owner. The opportunity to bring this important inholding into the state park may be lost if the

decision is made to seek other property for a nature center complex.

The Kellner Foundation could be affected by this proposal only if FWP decided to pursue

acquisition and development of the acquired property on their own. It is most likely that the
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Department would continue to work in cooperation with the Kellner Foundation to achieve

mutually desirable goals.

Impacts to the surrounding community would be similar to those discussed under the preferred

alternative.

Analysis of Alternative 4

Alternative 4 is the no-action alternative. Under this option, all programs addressed by the

proposed action would remain as they are now. The Department would continue to operate the

animal rehabilitation facility at Custer Avenue, which is inadequate for certain species, crowded,

unsanitary, and not conducive to public viewing in a safe and healthy manner. The Helena Area

Resource office would also remain at Custer Avenue where the public would not be served in

an optimal manner. The Department would not develop a nature education center, which would

have both regional and state-wide benefits.

This alternative would not address the need to protect a critical inholding at Spring Meadow
Lake State Park. An orientation area and possible trailhead location for connecting trails would

not be realized. A tourism attraction for the community of Helena would not be developed.

If the proposal is not implemented, the land which is part of the Stedman Foundry complex may

eventually be utilized in a manner that is not be beneficial for the park or the wildlife in the

area. Domestic animals (dogs, cats, horses, etc.), fencing, and vegetation removal could

accompany any land use changes in the area; all of these changes could have a detrimental

impact on the park and area wildlife.

Under the no-action alternative, the Department would miss an opportunity to pursue education

goals in its mission statement, and lose a valuable opportunity to work in cooperation with the

U.S. Forest Service and other environmental education providers. The Kellner Foundation

would likely continue their fund raising efforts, and attempt to assist FWP in making

improvements to the existing animal rehabilitation facility.

Funding for development costs would not be necessary under this alternative.

Analysis of Alternative 5

Under this alternative, FWP would purchase the Stedman Foundry site (the Kellner Foundation

now owns the property). Development of facilities for animal rehabilitation, nature education,

and the Helena Area Resource office would proceed as described in the proposed action
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(alternative 1), with the involvement of the Kellner Foundation. There would be no trade

involving the Custer property under this alternative.

This alternative would require alternate sources of fiinding in order for FWP to purchase the

Stedman Foundry. It is possible that private sources, such as the Kellner Foundation, could help

raise the additional funds.

Generally, impacts associated with this alternative would be similar to those discussed under the

proposed action, with the exceptions noted above.

Analysis of Alternative 6

This alternative is similar to the proposed action (alternative 1) except the Kellner Foundation

would donate the Stedman Foundry property to FWP; there would be no trade for the Custer

Avenue property. The impacts of this alternative to the affected environment would be identical

to alternative 5.

Analysis of Alternative 7

This option would be similar to alternative 3, except that the facility would be located at a site

away from Spring Meadow Lake State Park (and not necessarily in Helena). This alternative

is feasible, but not preferable to the proposed action. The existing animal shelter has been

located in Helena for many years, and FWP desires to have it remain in the city. Alternative

sites within Helena may be available, but the advantages of having the facility become part of

an expanded Spring Meadow Lake State Park complex are compelling. As discussed earlier,

the new facilities will enhance and complement the existing attractions in the park, in addition

to protecting a critical inholding.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND COMMENT PERIOD

Beginning on September 16, 1994, FWP solicited public comments on the proposed Spring

Meadow Lake State Park Nature Center for a 30 day period. A scoping document was prepared

which provided an overview of some of the issues and alternatives. The public was asked to

provide information on how they would be affected by the project, what issues should be

considered in the EA, and why those issues were important. An informational open house was

also held during the scoping period at the Department's Helena headquarters. The availability

of the scoping document and comment form, and the date of the open house were publicized in

news releases and legal notices.

Written comments were received from 20 sources, either at the open house or through the mail.

An additional two individuals provided comments in telephone conversations. From this public

scoping period, an additional four issues were identified for consideration in the EA. A
substantial majority supported the proposal but voiced concerns about funding for development

and long-term operation, duplication of other nature education efforts currently underway, permit

issues, the desirability of restoring the historic buildings, and the existence of mine tailings on

the proposed site.

The availability of this EA has been publicized in legal notices, press releases, and on the state

electronic bulletin board. This project has been determined to meet the criteria for House Bill

495 review; the environmental review process is intended to meet the requirements of HB 495

(see Appendix I). Comments on this proposal will be accepted until 5 p.m., September 15,

1995. If you have questions or comments, please send them to:

Ken Soderberg

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks

1420 E. 6th Ave.

PO Box 200701

Helena, MT 59601

(406) 444-3701
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APPENDIX A:

THE MIKAL KELLNER FOUNDATION FOR ANIMALS





The Mikal Kellner Foundation For Animals

The Mikal Kellner Foundation for Animals is a not for profit 501 (c) (3) organization dedicated

to both wild and domestic animal welfare in Montana.

The foundation has been in existence for five years. Its mission is to provide financial assistance

to well-managed projects that promote animal welfare, prevent animal suffering and provide

clear and explicit improvements for animals.

The foundation has established a spay neuter program for domestic animals and has established

a grant program for community projects related to animal welfare. Presently the foundation is

funding a study to assess critical wildlife habitat in the Helena Valley.

The Kellner Foundation has been actively involved in raising community awareness about the

needs of the Custer Avenue animal shelter and has expressed interest in raising funds to improve

the capabilities of FWP to provide wildlife rehabilitation and wildlife education.
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FWP Mission and Vision Document

Through its employees and citizen commission, FWP provides for the stewardship of the fish,

wildlife, parks and recreational resources of Montana, while contributing to the quality of life

for present and future generations.

The proposed alternative addresses the goals laid out in FWP's 1992 Vision Document in the

following ways:

Goal A Manage with a focus on ecological systems to reflect the diversity of all wildlife

and their habitats, while maintaining our commitment to Montana's hunting and

fishing heritage.

• Develop new programs on appropriate FWP lands that interpret and explain the inter-

relationships among Montana's ecological systems.

• Develop information and education programs that emphasize: (1) the diversity of

Montana's wildlife and their habitats, and (2) how wildlife and their habitats are affected

by the world around them.

• Develop information and education programs that explain and advocate the role of

hunters and anglers in wildlife conservation.

Goal B Provide increased opportunities for public enjoyment of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

resources, while maintaining our commitment to improve landowner,

sportsperson, and department relations.

• Develop new activities and opportunities to enjoy fish, wildlife, recreational, historic,

and cultural resources.

Goal C Achieve a quality, financially sound state park system.

• Develop public support necessary to carry out the State Park Futures Committee

recommendations.

• Give increased emphasis to the management of cultural and historic resources.

Goal D Elevate the importance of public education and participation in all program areas

to afford citizens the oppormnity to better understand, appreciate and make

informed decisions about our natural and cultural resources.

• Encourage and aid communication, as follows: 1) within FWP, in order to better

understand the needs and expectations of all people interested in Montana's namral and

cultural resources, and; 2) among constituents who may have conflicting interests in

natural resource issues.



• Heighten public awareness of Montana's natural and cultural resources by providing

more opportunities to participate in "hands-on" experience.

• Maintain existing education programs and develop new provide to provide

opportunities for youth and adults, as follows: 1) learn about fishing and the needs of

aquatic life, and; 2) to better understand how fisheries and aquatic habitats are managed.

• Cooperate in appropriate education efforts and programs with other agencies and

interest groups.

Goal E Create a work environment where a diverse workforce can focus on FWP
priorities under healthy, satisfying and caring conditions.

• Provide a non-discriminatory work environment that promotes high morale,

professionalism and a diverse and well-qualified workforce.
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Wildlife Education Facilities/ Programs in MT

Currently only one wildlife rehabilitation educational center. "Grounded liaule" in C\>ndi>n.

is available for the public. This facility is licensed by the state and federal wildlife agencies

and is a private not-for-profit venture.

Three zoo-like facilities can be found in the state: ZooMontana in Billings, Grizzly

Discovery Center in West Yellowstone, and the Red Lodge Zoo.

About 50 rehabilitators are licensed by FWP in the state with many of these individuals

conducting some type of out-reach presentations to school groups, and other interested

organizations.

Principle wildlife and fishery educational facilities around the state are Rocky Mountain Elk

Foundation's Visitor Center in Missoula, Museum of the Rockies in Bozeman, and FWP's
Giant Springs hatchery at the Great Falls Region 4 headquarters.

Outdoor residential facilities, include: Birch Creek (Western Montana College near Dillon),

Yellowbay Research Center (University of Montana on Flathead Lake), Big Creek (Glacier

Institute near Polebridge), Expedition Yellowstone/ Yellowstone Institute (Yellowstone

National Park-Mammoth), Canyon Ferry Limnological School (private not-for-profit on

Canyon Ferry Lake). Many other facilities operate around the state, these programs promote

an outdoor/environmental/science education theme.

U.S Forest Service Environmental Education Programs

The Forest Service has the potential to be a substantial partner in the development of the

educational facility, focusing on ecological systems and illustrating how those systems

interrelate. The partnership could easily extend to all facets of the nature center, since the

wild animal rehabilitation center is a vital component of interpreting Montana ecosystems and

reaching families, school children and visitors.

The following programs within the Forest Service are all potential sources for funding and

involvement:

NATURAL RESOURCE CONSERVATION EDUCATION PROGRAM (NRCEP)

NRCEP'S program goals are: increase awareness, knowledge and appreciation of natural

resources and ecosystems; help develop the critical thinking skills needed to recognize the

complexity of resource issues and make realistic choices; encourage individual responsibility

for conserving natural resources and using them wisely.

The intent of NRCEP is to support local or statewide conservation education efforts. Each

year, the Regions receive a certain amount of funds available for grants to local, state or

tribal educational organizations or other not-for-profit corporations. All project proposals



must have a 50-50 nonfederal cost share (to be matched cash or in-kind, or both). In 1994,

this Region received $55,000 available for challcnec-cost share or oilier partnership

agreements.

NRCEP offers potential funding for this project in both planning and on-the-ground stages,

but the dollar amount would be limited, likely less than $20,000 based on the current

program. The contact for this Region is Dean Graham, state and private forestry, USDA
Forest Service, PO Box 7669, Missoula, MT 59807. 329-3230

NATUREWATCH
The Forest Service watchable wildlife program

NATUREWATCH encompasses three successful programs based on recreation, education

and conservation principles: Eyes on Wildlife, Celebrating Wildflowers and FishWatch.

Six years ago, the Forest Service started its watchable wildlife program, based on the

growing demand for wildlife viewing opportunities. In 1990, for example, 21.5 million

Americans visited the National Forests to view wildlife, spending $441 million.

The program now encompasses more than 450 wildlife viewing areas, participating in 19

state wildlife viewing guides, on-Forest and off-Forest programs, wildlife viewing ethics

education, wildtlower walks, talks and a hotline, and participation in rural economic

development partnerships.

For details on the Northern Region's program and potential for partnerships and some shared

funding, contact: Deborah Richie, Wildlife and Fisheries, Forest Service, PO Box 7669,

Missoula, MT 59807, 329-3424.

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT (EM)

A significant part of the equation in the Forest Service move toward an ecosystems approach

to management is involving the public and building understanding and support for biological

diversity and ecosystems. The nature center could easily dovetail with the public education

arm of Ecosystem Management.

The contact for EM is: Fred Samson, wildlife and fisheries. Forest Service, PO Box 7669,

Missoula, MT 59807, 329-3464.

Other Potential Environmental Education Partners

MONTANA NATURAL HISTORY CENTER - For several years, this nonprofit

organization, based in Missoula, has been seeking to establish a nature center in Montana.

They have set up environmental education programs for schools and families, created the

public radio program "Field Notes" and worked closely with local educators. There's a real

opportunity to coordinate with this group and tap into their skills and knowledge in

developing the educational facilities and programs.



Contact: Bruce Bugbee, president of Montana Natural History Center

American Public Land Exchange Co.

619 SW Higgins

Missoula, MT 59801

728-4176

JIM FOWLER
FOWLER CENTER FOR WILDLIFE EDUCATION

; 131 EAST 69TH ST.

NEW YORK, NY 10012-5158

The Fowler Center for Wildlife Education has expertise in developing interpretive concepts

and funding contacts.

ALASKA DEPT OF FISH AND GAME

The Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game and the Bird Treatment and Learning Center have joined

together to develop a joint facility for wild bird treatment and information for visitors to

Potter March, a very poplar wetlands area in Anchorage. There are many similarities to the

"Nature Center at Potter Marsh" and the Spring Meadow Nature Center. The facility

concept includes viewing decks, high-quality exhibits, live captive bird presentations, aviaries

with bald eagles, veterinary facilities, as well as an auditorium, exhibits area and meeting

rooms. The ADF&G has signed an memorandum of understanding with the Bird Treatment

and Learning Center. Currently, an interpretive plan is being developed for the center as

part of a larger project for the Anchorage Coastal Wildlife Refuge. Contractor costs are

being covered largely by the USFWS Challenge Cost Share Program.

Contact:

Nancy Tankersley

Alaska Dept of Fish and Game
333 Raspberry Road

Anchorage, Alaska 99518-1599

ph: 907-267-2180
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Custer Avenue Animal Shelter:

Additional Information About Animals at the Shelter

Initially, bears and lions brought to the shelter were placed in zoos or zoological parks;

recently, however, the demand for these animals has diminished markedly. Bears live a long

time and reproduce well in captivity, making placement all the more difficult. Bear numbers

at the shelter have varied from about ten to as many as 28 bears in 1988. Because bear

numbers were continuing to rise, Vince Yannone initiated a program in 1985 to re-introduce

bears back to the wild. At this writing, some 50 bears have been placed back in the wild,

and problems have developed only with two of those animals.

Bears are usually placed where other studies are being conducted, so the bears also can be

monitored without additional costs.

The number of mountain lions being brought to the shelter continues to grow, probably

because mountain lion populations are on the rise throughout Montana. FWP has tried to

release lions back to the wild with little or no success. The Department continues to place

lions (kittens) in zoos and zoological parks throughout the United States.

The shelter has had tremendous success with various ungulates. White-tailed deer seem to

do better when released to the wild than do mule deer. Whitetails acclimate faster and can

live near people. The shelter has had 10 or 12 moose over the years, all of which have been

put back in public areas or on the State Prison Farm. Pronghom antelope have been

problematic because they seem to domesticate more easily than other ungulates.

Other animals such as raccoon, fox, coyotes, and badgers have done very well on releases

following a re-acclimation to the wild.

The former shelter administrator (Vince Yannone) conducted a smdy of rehabilitation centers

in surrounding states and recommends that FWP continue to take care of mammals and

furbearers throughout the state, but that the Department continue its present practice of

rehabilitators for the avian species.
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Summary of the Stedman Foundry Site Assessment Reports

A series of environmental site assessment reports were completed on the Stedman Foundry
property. These assessments examined the potential for contamination and readily

discemable environmental hazards.

A total of four studies were conducted on the site by Olympus Environmental. Inc. The
landowner and/or FWP retained the services of Olympus Environmental, Inc. to conduct all

of the site testing.

The first two studies, a phase I and phase II environmental site assessment were initiated by
the landowner. The results of the phase I study showed that two Underground Storage Tanks
(USTs) were registered to the property and were closed December 6, 1988, and that the

buildings now appear to be free of potential environmental liability.

Above ground storage tanks for diesel fuel and underground waste oil storage tanks have

been used on the property in past years. The presence of stained surface soils near these

tanks suggested that diesel fuel had been spilled at some point. This prompted an analysis of

soils from a test pit dug near these tanks. Soils at 22 inches below grade (within the stained

zone) had 64,000 ug/g of TPH (total petroleum hydrocarbons), while soils at a depth of 60

inches (below the stained zone) had only 90 ug/g (Phase I and II Environmental Site

Assessment Report, 1994). These results suggest that the vast majority of the spilled fuel has

remained in the surface soil layers. All stained soils on the property were removed

subsequent to these analyses. The potential for the remaining soils to cause biological harm

is remote, since the depth to groundwater in this area is 21-40 feet. In addition, the 90 ug/g

is below the action level of 100 ug/g for diesel TPH in soils in Montana.

During this phase of testing, fluid samples were also taken from transformer units that were

stored on the property; these were tested for PCBs. Tests showed that the transformer units

did not contain PCB levels above regulatory limits. The transformers were removed from

the site.

The third study concentrated on examining the property for the presence of heavy metals.

Mr. John Koerth of the Department of State Lands (DSL), Abandoned Mines Reclamation

Bureau, contacted FWP by letter on September 9, 1994, about an investigation of an

unrelated piece of property that referenced the Stedman Foundry site. The documentation

provided with the DSL letter indicated that mine tailings may have been deposited on the site

during past milling operations known to have taken place on the property.

Olympus Environmental was retained by the landowner to further examine the site to

determine if mine tailings existed on the property. Olympus Environmental was also retained

by FWP to conduct a series of tests on adjacent state park property to determine if elevated

levels of lead or arsenic were present in lake and ground water.



Surface water, sediment and groundwater samples were taken from Spring Meadow Lake and

the small pond adjacent to the property, and analyzed for lead and arsenic. No detectable

levels of lead were found in surface water, although the lake sample had 32 ug/l of total

arsenic (Olympus Environmental, letter of 10/13/94). This level is higher than the Montana

Human Health Standards level (0.018 ug/l dissolved arsenic), but lower than Federal Safe

Drinking Water Act standard of 50 ug/l total arsenic. The groundwater sample from the

irrigation well on the north shore of Spring Meadow Lake did not contain a detectable

concentration of lead, but did contain 18 ug/l total arsenic. The sediment sample off the

north margin of the lake contained 110 ug/g total lead and 43 ug/g total arsenic.

Results of testing done on the Stedman Foundry property revealed mine tailings were

present. The fourth study conducted by Olympus Environmental was done to determine the

extent of mine tailings on the Stedman Foundry property. To ensure that accurate and full

disclosure of the results were provided to FWP, the cost for this testing was split between

FWP and the landowner. The results of this series of tests showed no significant

accumulation of tailings on the property. The highest concentration of tailings was found near

a large overhead door on the east side of the middle building, and significantly lower

concentrations were found to the east of the building. Total mine tailings on the property is

estimated to be between 3-5 cubic yards of material .

A total of 26 test pits were dug on the property to assess the contamination from arsenic and

lead as a result of past milling operations at the site. Results showed that tailings appeared

to be restricted to a small area on the east side of building #3 (test pits #1 and #2), and

farther east in test pit #13. Highest concentrations were found in test pit ft\, where total

arsenic and lead were 25,000 and 40,000 ug/g, respectively, at a depth of 8 inches (Olympus

Environmental, letter of 11/9/94). The other 16 test pits had arsenic and lead concentrations

no higher than 150 and 180 ug/g, respectively. The report recommended cleaning up portions

of the site with levels of lead at 1200 ppm (parts per million) and arsenic at 250 ppm.

In a letter to the Kellner Foundation, dated November 23, 1994, FWP detailed the

environmental work which needed to be done on the site before it would consider assuming

ownership of the property. The enviroiunental clean-up work identified has now been

completed.
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History of Stedman Foundry Property

John Stedman arrived in Helena in 1867, and operated a sawmill until 1870, when he opened

Helena's first planing mill. In 1877, Stedman opened a foundry which employed only one other

person than himself. In 1882, he built a new foundry at the northwest corner of Placer and

Fuller. From this establishment the Stedman Foundry incorporated and among its biggest

investors were A.M. Holter and Nicholas Kessler. Stedman remained the largest stockholder

and as such operated as general manager. In 1892, with the infusion of capital from the sale

of stock, Stedman built a new foundry near the Kessler Brewery where he employed as many
as fifty people.

In 1897, John Stedman died but the foundry appears to have remained open until at least 1901

or 1902. Records indicate that A.L Smith, vice president of the National Bank of Montana,

bought the property around 1904, and then sold it to the bank in 1906. The bank then sold the

property to the Western Improved Wire Fence Company that same year. The property was sold

in 1909, to W.H. Dickinson and the next record found shows it was sold by A.W. Bumwell to

the Northwestern Metals Company.

The next business known to have owned and operated the property was the New York-Montana

Testing and Engineering Company, which purchased the property from Nathan Godfrey, the

trustee in the bankruptcy of the Northwestern Metals Co., in 1916. The New York-Montana

Materials Testing Co. provided engineering and testing services to area miners and performed

custom milling of both complex and low grade ores. The New York-Montana Materials Testing

Co. lost the property for failure to pay property taxes in 1925, at which time the property was

transferred to Lewis and Clark County.

In 1928, George Jacoby bought the property from Lewis and Clark County. Jacoby was general

manager of Frank Jacoby and Sons, a general contracting firm in Helena. Jacoby later went on

to found Helena Sand and Gravel. Helena Sand and Gravel operated from the site until 1964.

The buildings appear to meet the criteria for nomination to the historic register. Currently work

is being done to gather the necessary documentation to submit the buildings for nomination

should this transfer occur.
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MONTANA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (MEPA)/HB 495
TOURISM REPORT

The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks has initiated the review process as
mandated by HB 495 and the Montana Environmental Policy Act in its consideration of the
project described below. As part of the review process, input and comments nro bclnq
solicited. Please complete the project name and project description portions and submit this

form to:

Clint Blackwood, Tourism Development Coordinator

Montana Promotion Division

Department of Commerce
1424 9th Avenue
Helena. MT 59620-0533

Project Name

Project Description

Spring .Meadow Lake State Park !Jature Con^plex

(See Attached)

1 . Would this site development project have a impact on the tourism economy'

.:^E] NO Sj YES If YES, briefly describe: '- ,,,.,, .<'iC* ^>

2.

•yzz^tyw^^
71

A.Kru-^-<^ " ^
>?.'•' '.*,•}

HT
^^ '^^

f '-.'t- ,v^,y ,"
^^ " f

Does this impendFng improvement alter the qual.ty^or^quantity of

recreatior./tourism opportunities and settings' ^,>,\-,,f /,V1v ^'3,^,,-^ '^sjj^-'-^^^v

D NO ¥1 YES If YES, briefly descrjbe

. T^ ^ A' ^M-^-^^yiJ^
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State Historic Preservation Office
Montana Historical Society

1410 8th Avenue • PO Box 201202 • Helena. MT 59620-1202 • (406) 444-7715 • FAX (406) 444-6575
i

September 20, 1994

Jerry Walker
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks
1400 South 19th
Bozeman, MT 59715

Re: Spring Meadow Lake State Park Nature Center/Environmental
Assessment - Scoping Document

Dear Jerry:

Thanks for the opportunity to comment within your scoping process
for the project identified above. Although we are working with the
Department on specific elements of your planning for this project,
I wanted to offer one broad comment. We strongly recommend
retention and reuse of the Steadman Foundry buildings on site as
part of your project. To the best of our current knowledge, they
would serve your needs well. Reuse of the buildings sets an
extremely good ecosystem/conservation example. The buildings and
their history are integral to development of that area of Helena
and Spring Meadow Lake. Their historical interpretation
complements other interpretation that you propose to accomplish
there. In fact, reuse of the buildings would be, we believe, a

benefit of the proposed action that should be clearly identified as

such.

Thanks for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Marcella Sherfy
Montana State Historic Preservation Officer

File: COMP, FWP, Spring Meadow Lake

/
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PROJECT QUALIFICATION CHECKLIST
HB 495

Date A" /' /^ Person Revieving JC. J><:?(L

Project Location; .'rCif //fe-T^^/r,. j L/^f^6 6/^;fe /?^<-/^ • t^/^>/J itW-yUy

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK: 'yPaN).JcV/lf)i7^ ^^ A/^Jv.Q Ajj/J^-^Cji. fiM

^/L^^/o^x,f^^ f 0^2 /V/^fucc- <^^h^ .^^h /Ucfi .j-fAi^

The following checklist is intended to be a guide for determining
whether a proposed development or improvement is of enough
significance to fall under HB 495 rules. (Please check Vail that
apply and comment as necessary.) Capital Construction projects -

Prepared by D & C; Force Account Projects - Prepared by Region.

[ ] A. New roadway or trail built over undisturbed land?
Comments; ^n r.\ <>-hUc.-hc>^ ^.}- (I -^A^' IPAci' cr^ 'V/.e^/iojiiy (//\7^J.6c;tJ

[ ] B. New building construction (buildings < 100 sf and vault
latrines exempt)

?

Comments; ,'5/>^?^'/,^>?y^^o^ /K^b u>^r c^ ,^ASA^r AjiU^At^ /s

[t^C. Any excavation of 20 c.y. or greater?

Comments; ^AC.>\\/^ii^ ^^ •y>A^/^y^ A^cy^^ ./fWA //tr^JscAT'(^\ {/U' ^/

[•^ D. New parking lots built over undisturbed land or expansion
of existing lot that increases parking capacity by 25% or
more?

Comments ;^/ } \ A^jicipA'ft^) -/gc" ^/lP/)c<hy \yJ 1 (/ h^CAt^S^

[ ] E. Any new shoreline alteration that exceeds a double wide
boat ramp or handicapped fishing station?

Comments: k



[ ] F. Any new construction into lakes, reservoirs, or streams?

Comments; pT)

[1^ G, Any new construction in an area with National Registry
quality cultural artifacts (as determined by State
Historical Preservation Office)?

Comments; f^£ ft^i^^ /^ /AjL^a-^^:"- l-^nlpdoS //S.V-'C, /^oA'-/c ^H.AC

[ ] H. Any new above ground utility lines?

Comments; /Vq-/ A^f),,>^i£>f^

[ ] I. Any increase or decrease in campsites of 25% or more ol

an existing number of campsites?

Comments; r^U; f^O

[lYo. Proposed project significantly changes the existini
features or use pattern; including effects of a series o
individual projects.

Comments; I^Jk-^^rA ^/oy^L4 0/f\ UUii -pr.''fcr^'hA/ /p C-Zi'^C^''

IP ANY OP THE ABOVE 2UIE CHECKED, HB 4 95 RULES APPLY TO TBI
PROPOSED WORK AND SHOULD BE DOCUMENTED ON THE MEPA/HP495 CHECKLIST
Refer to MPEA/HB495 Cross Reference Summary for further assistance

cc: Parle Managers, Region
Kevin Redmond
Mary Ellen McDonald
Project File

3/92
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